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Abstract 1 
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The need to study diving metabolism 25 
Marine mammals are well known for being able to remain submerged for extended 26 durations. Early studies of marine mammals (mainly phocid or	 “true”	 seals) 27 investigated the anatomical features by which they managed to do so. These include 28 adaptations for withstanding the intense pressures experienced at depth and 29 greater relative on-board oxygen stores than their terrestrial counterparts, which 30 allows them to remain active during submergence breath-holding. For example, 31 elevated oxygen storage is present in both circulating haemoglobin and the 32 myoglobin of their muscle tissues (Kooyman 1985). 33 
Marine mammals also possess a series of physiological specializations that allow 34 them to maximize the use of these oxygen stores and prolong their time submerged 35 (Davis and Williams 2012; Andersen 1966; Butler and Jones 1997). These are 36 traditionally grouped into a set of physiological responses known as the “dive 37 response”, comprising apnea, peripheral vasoconstriction, and bradycardia. In the 38 face of low blood oxygen pressure (PO2), apnea maximizes the use of oxygen stores 39 by delaying the impulse to return to the surface to breathe. The reduction of blood 40 
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The common response of reduced heart rate and restricted blood flow observed in 47 early studies of diving physiology suggested that energy expenditure (i.e., 48 metabolism) while diving was low — certainly lower than for active terrestrial 49 mammals. The diving metabolic rate (DMR) has been directly measured in a few 50 pinniped species, but rarely under conditions that approach natural diving in the 51 wild, and often under conditions	 that	are	euphemistically	characterized	as	 “forced	52 
diving” (e.g., Irving et al. 1935; Scholander et al. 1942). Although forced diving 53 experiments provided novel and useful insight into marine mammal diving 54 physiology, they likely represented an extreme example of the dive response that 55 does not occur frequently in nature (in fact, some have referred to these 56 
experiments	as	demonstrations	of	the	“fear	response”).	We	now	appreciate that the 57 dive response is not an automatic reflex, but rather a graded adjustment that is 58 under some degree of voluntary control (Butler 1988; Butler and Jones 1997). 59 
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to formulating optimal foraging strategies (Carbone and Houston 1996; Houston 69 and Carbone 1992; Thompson and Fedak 2001). 70 
In theory, determining the diving metabolism of a marine mammal is relatively 71 straightforward; it can be estimated from the rate of oxygen consumption (Vǚ O2) and 72 carbon dioxide production (Vǚ CO2) over a dive event using standard techniques of 73 flow-through respirometry. This entails having the animal breathe into a semi-74 enclosed container with a constant flow-through airstream upon returning to the 75 surface after completing a dive. Consequently, the VǚO2 and Vǚ CO2 during the dive are 76 inferred from data obtained during the post-dive surface interval (Hastie et al. 77 2006a; Reed et al. 1994; Reed et al. 2000; Scholander 1940). 78 
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once these operational impediments have been solved, the actual calculation of 91 metabolic rate while diving from gas exchange data is not as straightforward as it 92 would first appear and there are still varying opinions on how to experimentally 93 estimate the actual energy cost.  94 
To attempt to address this paucity of data, we undertook a risky venture: we 95 decided to study the diving metabolism of trained Steller sea lions (Eumetopias 96 
jubatus), away from the confines—and security—of a traditional laboratory or 97 aquarium setting. Sea lions (Otariids) had, of course, been trained to operate freely 98 in the open ocean before. However, these were California sea lions (Zalophus 99 
californianus), and most endeavours had been undertaken by military organizations 100 for security rather than research purposes (although a group at Moss Landing 101 started a research program in 2005). In 2004, we began relocating trained female 102 Steller sea lions from the Vancouver Aquarium (where they had been raised since 103 pups) to the University	of	British	Columbia’s Open Water Research Station, based at 104 a marina in Port Moody, British Columbia. The concept was to bridge the gap 105 between the types of largely uncontrolled studies that could be conducted with wild 106 animals in their natural environment and controlled experiments conducted with 107 trained animals in an artificial (and physically restricted) environment.  108 
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and for durations similar to wild animals (Merrick and Loughlin 1997), and can 113 make foraging and oxygen management decisions analogous to their wild 114 counterparts. 115 
The objectives of the research program were to: 116 
1. Measure the energetic cost of diving.  117 2. Investigate the relationship between individual physiology and diving 118 capacity. 119 3. Investigate the physiological mechanisms that underpin dive behaviour. 120 4. Test specific optimal foraging theories for diving mammals. 121 5. Develop and test proxies for energy expenditure that could be used to 122 measure the energy expenditure of diving in wild sea lions.  123 
It might seem that the first goal — measuring the energetic cost of diving — was the 124 most straightforward to address; but as we describe, defining and quantifying an 125 
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This following review is not a synopsis of the field of diving physiology, as many 134 excellent reviews already exist (e.g., Kooyman 2002; Davis 2014; Butler and Jones 135 1997). Rather, it attempts to describe the progress and discoveries made in 136 exploring the complex interaction between diving physiology and behaviour of 137 Steller sea lions. 138 
Experimental set-up 139 
While the experimental manipulations conducted over the last decade have become 140 more complex, the general experimental set-up has changed little from its initial 141 conception (Hastie et al. 2006b). When not undertaking studies, the sea lions stay in 142 flow-through holding pens with adjacent haul out space at a local marina. They are 143 trained each day by professional husbandry staff from the Vancouver Aquarium 144 using positive reinforcement. The sea lions are usually maintained on an ad libitum 145 diet, composed primarily of herring (Clupea pallasii), and supplemented with 146 vitamins and other prey species. All husbandry and experimental protocols are 147 approved by Animal Care Committees of the University of British Columbia and the 148 Vancouver Aquarium. It is important to note that all research conducted at the Open 149 Water Research Station is done voluntarily by the sea lions, and they can end a dive 150 trial at any point they choose. 151 
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temporary attachment of additional experimental equipment, including time depth 156 recorders, accelerometers, heart rate monitors, etc.  157 
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As detailed later, various experimental protocols can be employed to alter the 178 characteristics of a dive depending on the specific scientific goals. For example, dive 179 durations can be either determined by the sea lions or controlled by the researchers 180 (via either a light cue at the end of the feeding tubes or cessation of fish delivery). 181 Similarly, inter-dive surface intervals can be determined by the sea lion or 182 controlled by the researchers (using training cues and food reinforcement). Video 183 cameras at depth and at the surface allow staff to observe the behaviour of the sea 184 lions throughout the trials.  185 
The logistics of this experimental set-up (e.g., the high level of training, the time to 186 run a single trial) inherently limits the number of individual sea lions that can be 187 used in any set of experiments. This, in turn, limits statistical power, including the 188 ability to make inferences about the population as a whole. This can be partly 189 overcome by appropriate experimental design and use of repeated-measures and 190 mixed-effect model statistics (Zuur et al. 2009). However, the fact that many of the 191 studies use the same group of individuals adds to our ability to compare results 192 among studies, and therefore derive conclusions regarding the physiological and 193 behavioural effects of different experimental conditions.  194 
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diving and swimming in the open ocean it is not on the same schedule as wild sea 200 lions (although see Gerlinsky et al. 2013). It is also worth noting that, at the end of 201 the day, our sea lions do not have to forage to survive. While the open water design 202 
differs	 from	 the	 “elongated	 pool”	 protocol	 (e.g., Sparling and Fedak 2004) by 203 incorporating the effects of depth and pressure, it is limited in the amount of activity 204 (number of dives) the animals will perform while still reliably collecting 205 respirometry data (i.e., returning to the dome). While using trained animals under 206 controlled conditions permits testing a range of specific physiological, behavioural, 207 and environmental effects, this set-up cannot	 reproduce	 completely	 “natural”	208 behaviours that can be observed through measuring the energy expenditure of wild 209 pinnipeds (Kooyman et al. 1980; Iverson et al. 2010). As with all manipulative 210 experiments, studies are designed and interpreted with these considerations in 211 mind.  212 
Calculating the cost of diving 213 
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The most common measure of metabolism while submerged is diving metabolic rate 221 (DMR). For single dives, DMR can be quantified as the excess (above resting levels) 222 volume of O2 consumed (VO2) and CO2 expelled (VCO2) that occurs post-dive, which 223 is measured until the point when the animal has returned to its resting state. The 224 
definition	 of	 “resting	 state”	 is,	 in	 itself,	 open	 to	 interpretation.	  For practical and 225 scientific reasons, we use the stable rate of oxygen consumption (Vǚ O2) while the sea 226 
lions	are	resting,	inactive	at	the	water’s	surface	prior	to	any	diving	activity, and with 227 minimal food reinforcement (to minimize the potential effect of the heat increment 228 of feeding; HIF) as	 our	 “baseline”	 measure. This may or may not coincide with 229 classically defined resting metabolic rate, and so we adopted the nomenclature of 230 
“metabolic	rate	at	the	surface”	(MRs, Fig. 3A) (Fahlman et al. 2008b).  231 
This additional post-dive VǚO2 and VǚCO2 above MRs levels are thought to represent 232 the aerobic metabolism during the dive. The VO2 consumed during the submerged 233 portion of the dive can therefore be estimated by subtracting the post-dive increase 234 in VǚO2 from the MRs. The total energetic cost of a dive can then be calculated as the 235 total additional oxygen consumed, while DMR can be calculated by dividing the total 236 cost by the submergence time (Fig. 3A).   237 
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may be due to behavioural and physiological anticipation of diving causing an 243 elevation in pre-dive MRs.  244 
The importance of an animal returning to steady state is a vital consideration when 245 measuring DMR of sea lions performing dive bouts, as they often do in the wild. Dive 246 bouts consist of multiple dives interspersed with relatively brief inter-dive surface 247 intervals, followed by an extended post-dive surface recovery period at the end of 248 the bout. The inter-dive surface intervals are too short for complete gas exchange 249 (i.e., animals do not return to resting state and carry over some level of oxygen debt). 250 As a result, the VǚO2 must be determined over the entire dive bout (Boutilier et al. 251 2001).  In fact, a dive bout (in contrast to single dives) could be operationally 252 defined as a series of dives with incomplete physiological recovery in between. 253 Hence, DMR for dive bouts is calculated from the total additional Vǚ O2 during both 254 the brief inter-dive surface intervals and the final post-dive recovery, divided by the 255 total subsurface time. As each dive in the bout is not physiologically independent, 256 only a single estimate of DMR, calculated across all dives in the bout, can be 257 obtained (thereby inherently limiting statistical power).  258 
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et al. 1994). This has led to the calculation of an alternate measure, often referred to 265 
as	“average	metabolic	rate” (AMR).  For AMR, the total volume of oxygen consumed 266 is averaged over the entire dive cycle (submergence and inter-dive and post-dive 267 surface times). Unlike	DMR	calculations,	it	does	not	attempt	to	separate	the	“surface	268 
resting”	 and	 “diving”	 portions	 of	 oxygen	 consumption	measured	 during	 the	 post-269 dive surface intervals. Rather, AMR entails integrating the total volume of oxygen 270 consumed and converting it to a rate by dividing over the length of the dive cycle. 271 The dive cycle is the time from the start of the first dive to the end of the recovery 272 period (when rates of oxygen consumption return to baseline levels; Fig 3B). AMR 273 can be calculated for both single dives and dive bouts although, as with DMR, only a 274 single value can be calculated for a single dive bout.  275 
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errors induced by inaccurate estimates of recovery time. As AMR is based on the 288 total oxygen consumption over the entire dive cycle, miscalculations in the recovery 289 period will proportionally affect the measure (e.g., incorrectly long recovery times 290 will proportionally decrease the apparent AMR by increasing the denominator).  291 
It is also important to note that the estimated recovery time is a useful physiological 292 measure in its own right. As later discussed, it can provide valuable information on 293 post-dive gas exchange rates and can be used to examine the effect of diving 294 duration on foraging efficiency over a complete dive cycle. Finally, when comparing 295 published studies, it is important to note the specific formula used to calculate 296 diving metabolism, as the terms DMR and AMR have been variously used to denote a 297 variety of calculations. For clarity in this review, DMR will always refer to the rate of 298 oxygen consumption calculated for the submerged portion of the dive and AMR will 299 refer to the average metabolic rate over the entire dive cycle.  300 
Evidence for hypometabolism while submerged 301 
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duration nor depth was a significant predictor of DMR in the resulting statistical 309 model. 310 
These results provided the first estimates of DMR for Steller sea lions and showed 311 that this species can exhibit a marked decrease in oxygen consumption while 312 submerged relative to surface rates. These results were similar to those reported for 313 California sea lions (Hurley and Costa 2001), and would appear to support 314 
Scholander’s	 (1940) original hypothesis that marine mammals reduce their 315 metabolic rate during diving to help increase foraging efficiency.  316 
However, there were suggestions that our early results (Hastie et al. 2007) did not 317 accurately reflect the metabolism of sea lions while diving. One concern was that the 318 sea lions, despite an extensive preliminary training period, were not completely 319 comfortable with the experimental protocols. Average pre-dive MRs (~11 ml O2 kg-1 320 min-1) was slightly higher compared to subsequent studies (and measured recovery 321 periods slightly shorter), potentially leading to underestimates of the costs of the 322 dives (see earlier discussion on potential errors in calculating DMR). On a related 323 note, there was concern that a lack of familiarity with the experimental protocols —324 specifically that the animals did not control dive duration — may have induced a 325 
“maximum”	 dive	 response,	 similar to (although less dramatic than) the effect 326 
reported	for	early	“forced”	diving	experiments	(Jobsis et al. 2001). 327 
A more general concern related to the fact that metabolism was not measured under 328 
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the effect of predictability and control on physiological response, dive duration, 331 activity level, and the differences between single dives and dive bouts were explored 332 in subsequent studies. 333 
The effect of dive duration and dive bouts 334 
In our first study, the Steller sea lions did not demonstrate a relationship between 335 DMR and dive duration (Hastie et al. 2007); however, the dive durations were only 3 336 min. In comparison, California sea lions showed larger decreases in DMR with dive 337 durations of up to 7 min (Hurley and Costa 2001).  338 
A subsequent study (Fahlman et al. 2008b) used three sea lions (two which were the 339 same as the previous study) in dive trials that consisted of a series of repeated dives 340 (2–15 dives) to a single feeding station at depths of 10-50 m. For dives where the 341 sea lions chose both dive and inter-dive surface interval durations, DMR decreased 342 exponentially with increasing dive duration. For dives longer than 1 min, DMR 343 reached levels ~8% lower than MRs. 344 
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and inter-dive surface intervals meant that the proportion of the dive cycle spent 352 submerged ranged between 23% and 88% (average = 75%). While the study 353 determined that diving metabolic rate was affected by dive activity (discussed later), 354 it also determined that DMR decreased curvilinearly with dive depth once activity 355 was taken into account. This relationship was not observed in the previous study 356 that only employed single dives (Hastie et al. 2007).  357 
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While these initial studies (Hastie et al. 2007, 2006a) highlighted the differences in 373 cost between single dives and more natural dive bouts, a critical detail of the 374 methodology was that both the dive durations and inter-dive surface intervals (for 375 dive bouts) were controlled by the researchers and not the animals. A lack of control 376 over dive durations may mean that the animals were responding to an uncertainty 377 
in	submergence	times	by	altering	their	physiological	response	compared	to	“natural”	378 diving in order to maximize their potential submergence time. Hence, in the 379 following study, the sea lions were allowed to control their dive duration.  380 
The dive trials with the three sea lions in the subsequent study (Fahlman et al. 381 2008b) consisted of either a single dive or a bout of repeated dives (2–15 dives) to a 382 single feeding station at depths of 10-50 m. Two different diving protocols were 383 
used:	‘spontaneous’	dives	where	the	trainers	exerted	no	control	over	dive	and	inter-384 dive surface	 interval	 durations	 and	 ‘conditioned’	 dives	 where	 the	 sea	 lions	385 controlled the dive duration but were held at the surface between dives until the 386 instantaneous rate of oxygen consumption returned to baseline levels. The 387 conditioned dive bouts had imposed inter-dive surface intervals (1-8 min) such that 388 they were, effectively, more similar to a series of single dives with near-complete 389 gas exchange recovery between dives. In contrast, the inter-dive surface intervals 390 (5-60 sec) were much shorter for the spontaneous dives such that they were 391 equivalent to dive bouts in previous studies.  392 
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MRs of 1.45±0.44 L O2 min-1. The most striking result of this study was that DMR 395 was significantly higher for spontaneous dive events as compared to conditioned 396 dives (1.74±0.70 vs. 1.57±0.40 L O2 min-1). Part of this difference might attributable 397 to differences in dive duration. The average dive durations during the conditioned 398 dives was significantly longer than during spontaneous dives (2.28±1.53 min vs. 399 0.97±0.83 min). However, DMR for spontaneous dives decreased exponentially with 400 increasing dive duration. For dives longer than 1 min, DMR for spontaneous dives 401 was lower than for conditioned dives and, as previously noted, reached levels ~8% 402 lower than MRs.  403 
Given the hypothesis that increasing levels of O2 debt are incurred during dive bouts, 404 this result also suggests that sea lions might alter their rate of oxygen consumption 405 based upon their physiological state (i.e., remaining levels of oxygen stores).  This 406 contention is supported by the observation that the first dive of a series of 407 spontaneous dives was longest and had the lowest apparent VǚO2, while the last dive, 408 which was followed by a long recovery period, had the highest VǚO2. These results 409 indicate that the sea lions developed an O2 debt during the first dive, which was not 410 restored until the sea lion spent considerable time at the surface at the end of the 411 bout. This also demonstrates why DMR cannot be accurately estimated for each 412 separate dive during a bout.   413 
Effect of activity on diving metabolism 414 
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California sea lions (Hurley and Costa 2001) was that the animals were trained to 417 remain stationary at depth. Given the assumption that active swimming is more 418 metabolically expensive than remaining at depth (see Diving behaviour), this would 419 suggest that the observed hypometabolism was facilitated by a lack of energy 420 expenditure due to movement. However, a later study that examined the 421 relationship between activity and diving metabolism extrapolated that — for the 422 same level of activity — the metabolic rate during diving may be as much as 29% 423 lower than when at the surface between dives (Fahlman et al. 2013).  424 
The effect of activity on metabolism while submerged was specifically examined in 425 the previously mentioned study that first incorporated more realistic bouts of 5 426 dives. The results indicated that DMR was affected by both dive depth and type of 427 activity during the dive (Hastie et al. 2006a).  The fact that both factors had a 428 significant effect on metabolic rate may seem obvious given the presumed cost of 429 active swimming and the fact that total travel time and distance (ascent and 430 descent) change inherently with dive depth and the number of individual dives in a 431 bout; but the actual results were surprising. As predicted, DMR increased 432 curvilinearly with increasing total swimming distance, which ranged from 10-300 m 433 during a bout. However, DMR also decreased curvilinearly with maximum dive 434 depth once travel distance was accounted for, although the physiological cause for 435 this response is unclear (possibly triggered by pressure increases?; Andersen 1966).  436 
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bouts that consisted of a total of 600 m of transit distance, DMR (averaged over all 439 dives in the dive bout) was predicted to be 3.37 L O2 min-1 at 10 m and 2.44 L O2 440 min-1 at 50 m. Although MRs were not specifically reported, comparison to an 441 average MRs of 1.45±0.44 L O2 min-1 for the same 3 (slightly older and heavier) sea 442 lions reported in subsequent study (Fahlman et al. 2008b) suggests that DMR during 443 more realistic, deep dive bouts was up to 68% greater than when resting at the 444 surface. These results provided the first indication that the behaviour of the animals 445 while diving greatly affects the calculated costs of diving. 446 
Differences in dive behaviour might also partly explain why the overall metabolic 447 rate was significantly lower for conditioned dives than spontaneous dives over the 448 entire dive bout in the later study (Fahlman et al. 2008b). On average, maximum 449 dive depth was shallower during the spontaneous dive trials (11.5±6.3 m) than 450 during the conditioned ones (20.1 ±14.3 m). As underwater activity is generally 451 higher during shallow dives (as a proportion of total dive time; Fahlman et al. 2013), 452 particularly in the relative amount of higher cost transiting behaviour (Goundie et al. 453 2015b; discussed later; Fahlman et al. 2008c), the slightly higher average metabolic 454 rate for spontaneous dives might be partly due to differences in the costs associated 455 with activity. 456 
Cardiac responses and activity levels 457 
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complex by the fact that marine mammals have the ability to make a number of 461 physiological adjustments during diving (reviewed in a number of sources, including 462 Kooyman 2002; Davis 2014; Butler and Jones 1997). To begin to clarify the role of 463 internal physiological changes on changes in the cost of diving, we measured VǚO2 in 464 tandem with direct measures of both the level of physical activity and a quantified 465 metric of the extent of the dive response (Hindle et al. 2010b). This facilitated 466 understanding the effect of these variables on total costs, and also enabled us to 467 examine the temporal pattern of the onset of the dive response.   468 
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Hindle et al. (2010b) monitored fH in diving sea lions via two subcutaneous 484 electrodes while simultaneously measuring acceleration in 3 dimensions via a data 485 logger. The latter could be converted into a measure of total body movement, known 486 as overall dynamic body acceleration (ODBA; Wilson et al. 2006), which is used as a 487 proxy of physical activity (see a more detailed discussion in Predicting rates of 488 
oxygen consumption). Similar to previous studies, three sea lions undertook single 489 short dives, single long dives, or bouts of 4 dives to either 10 m or 40 m. To better 490 mimic natural diving, a pair of feeding stations (with alternating timing of fish 491 delivery) was positioned about 6 m apart to promote horizontal movement at depth. 492 The sea lions controlled both the inter-dive surface intervals and the dive durations; 493 longer dive times were encouraged during the single dives by increased food 494 delivery rates.  495 
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While the Hindle et al. (2010b) study demonstrated a relationship between the 529 extent of bradycardia and dive duration, it is not the same as saying there is a 530 relationship between cardiovascular function and physical activity (Fedak 1988). If 531 locomotor muscle remains at least partially perfused during diving, a correlation 532 should occur between underwater locomotion and heart rate during diving (see 533 further discussion in Davis 2014). In contrast, measures of exercise output (e.g., 534 flipper stroke frequency) and fH should be independent over the dive period for 535 species in which there is likely minimal blood flow to muscle during diving (e.g., 536 emperor penguins, Aptenodytes forsteri, Meir et al. 2008). As an added complication, 537 periods of elevated activity may alter peripheral reperfusion of muscles (Williams et 538 al. 2015), resulting in intermittent periods of increased blood flow during activity. 539 
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Contrary to the temporal pattern of fH, and aside from a minor elevation in the final 550 3 s before surfacing, there was no clear elevation in ODBA during the ascent 551 (although see Fahlman et al. 2008c). The overall result was a significant positive 552 linear relationship between ODBA and mean diving fH for dives to 10 m, but not for 553 dives to 40 m. Further, for both diving scenarios, surface fH correlated with dive 554 activity, suggesting that some underwater locomotor costs were deferred to the 555 post-dive surface interval. This further supports the speculation that locomotor 556 muscles of Steller sea lions become hypoxic during diving, regardless of dive depth. 557 The likely mechanism for this is a limitation of perfusion to muscle vascular beds, 558 presumably occurring to a lesser degree in shallow dives.  559 
Overall, the results of the Hindle et al. (2010b) study confirm that the processes of 560 physical activity, oxygen utilization, and cardiac output are more independent in 561 exercising diving mammals than their terrestrial counterparts. The predictive 562 power of the relationship between fH and oxygen consumption over an entire dive is 563 discussed later (see Predicting rates of oxygen consumption). 564 
Physiological constraints to diving 565 
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more	“efficient”	than	one	that	relies	on	anaerobic	metabolism. This is related to the 572 additional costs associated with production of metabolic byproducts, and the time 573 required for their post-dive clearance (Kooyman and Ponganis 1998). Hence, the 574 aerobic dive limit (ADL) has become a standard comparative metric of diving 575 capacity among marine mammals (Costa et al. 2001). This attribute is rarely 576 determined directly (via appearance of blood lactate) and so researchers rely upon 577 the calculated aerobic dive limit (cADL) to approximate the actual ADL. The cADL is 578 quantified from total body oxygen stores (TBO; the oxygen reserve) and diving 579 metabolic rate (i.e., the rate at which the reserves are consumed) (Butler 2006).  580 
In the wild, adult female Steller sea lions largely exhibit a pattern of relatively brief 581 (averaging 1.9–2.4 min), shallow (averaging 21–53 m), and frequent dives (Merrick 582 et al. 1994; Loughlin et al. 1998). In fact, 92% of dives in winter and 98% of dives in 583 summer made by adult females are <4 min (Merrick and Loughlin 1997). An 584 important question is how much of this diving pattern represents responses to 585 extrinsic factors (e.g., fish distribution, water depth) and how much is due to 586 intrinsic factors (e.g., physiological constraints). 587 
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We estimated cADL in four Steller sea lions by combining estimates of total body 594 oxygen (TBO) stores with measures of DMR while diving to 10 or 40 m (Gerlinsky et 595 al. 2013). We started by calculating TBO from direct measures of blood oxygen 596 stores and lean tissue mass, and estimates of lung volume and myoglobin 597 concentrations—and found our estimated TBO (35.9 ml O2 kg-1) was slightly lower 598 than previously reported for young Steller sea lions and other otariids (Lenfant et al. 599 1970; Richmond et al. 2006). As with previous studies, pre-dive metabolism (1.78 L 600 O2 min-1 for animals averaging 193 kg) was lower than metabolic rate during a dive. 601 Mean DMR for single dives was 2.88 L O2 min-1 but also depended significantly on 602 
dive	duration.	A	 ‘‘minimum’’	DMR was estimated as 2.68 L O2 min-1 for dives >4.5 603 min, as DMR for these dives no longer depended on dive duration. Mean AMR was 604 2.24 L O2 min-1 for single dives and 2.44 L O2 min-1 for a bout of four consecutive 605 dives. It should be noted that these values are significantly higher than reported for 606 earlier studies (1.20-1.74 L O2 min-1, Fahlman et al. 2008b; Hastie et al. 2006a), and 607 therefore will result in a proportionally lower cADL. The source of these differences 608 are unclear – while the animals were larger on average than in previous studies, 609 some of the difference was likely due to a higher level of bottom foraging activity 610 from the use of dual feeding stations, and may therefore more accurately reflect 611 estimates of ADL in free-ranging sea lion.  612 
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average, ~2.2 min each — slightly less than their cADL, and more similar to the 617 behaviour of wild animals. Undertaking shortened dives during bouts may reflect 618 the incurred oxygen debt maintained by sea lions during such diving (Fahlman et al. 619 2008b). Our sea lions spent short (average 18 sec) surface intervals between their 620 dives, which was likely insufficient to fully replenish their oxygen stores—indicating 621 a delayed payoff of oxygen debt. Hence, a consecutive bout of diving (akin to what 622 animals typically perform in the wild) may be more constrained by aerobic limits 623 than a single dive, and the average duration of dives in a bout may be correspond 624 more closely to the ADL. In other words, if there is no immediate need to fully 625 balance oxygen stores or process accumulated lactate, single dives may be 626 
‘‘uncoupled’’	from	aerobic	limits	(Horning 2012). 627 
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mammals, the apneic adaptation refers to a dampening of the breathing response in 640 conditions that would induce respiratory drive in most mammals.  641 
The blood PO2 of marine mammals can reach levels below that typically exhibited by 642 terrestrial counterparts (Meir et al. 2009). At the same time, the blood of marine 643 mammals can carry more CO2 as carboxyhemoglobin than terrestrial mammals (Tift 644 et al. 2014), and they may be more tolerant of higher PCO2 levels and better able to 645 buffer its effects (Castellini 1991; Lenfant et al. 1970). While a number of studies 646 conducted in tanks suggest that breath-hold duration of marine mammals is affected 647 by high blood PCO2 levels (hypercapnia) (Pasche 1976; Gallivan 1980), no work had 648 been conducted on animals diving freely to realistic depths. While there is some 649 evidence that surface interval durations are managed to allow adequate removal of 650 CO2 (Boutilier et al. 2001; Fahlman et al. 2008b), it is unclear what role PO2 plays in 651 regulating dive duration, particularly during dive bouts. 652 


































































Diving metabolism of Steller sea lions  33 
CO2 levels remained below the threshold that would alter normal dive behaviour.  662 
Regardless of the ambient air conditions (whether breathing ambient air, 663 hypercarbia, or hypoxia), it took the sea lions longer to remove accumulated CO2 664 than it did for them to replenish their O2 stores following dives (as seen in other 665 mammals). This difference between O2 and CO2 recovery times grew with increasing 666 dive durations, increasing hypercarbia, and was greater for bout dives, suggesting 667 there could be a build-up of CO2 load with repeated dives (despite any 668 compensatory changes in ventilation rate). Although we saw no evidence of CO2 669 limiting dive behaviour within our testing conditions, the longer time required to 670 remove CO2 may eventually exhibit control over the overall time they can spend in 671 apnea and thus regulate overall foraging duration. 672 
Foraging strategies: interacting effects of physiology, prey, and nutritional status 673 


































































Diving metabolism of Steller sea lions  34 
The rate of energy expenditure of the four sea lions did not change while diving in 684 any of the simulated foraging conditions, but the proportion of time spent 685 consuming prey increased with prey patch density due to alterations in diving 686 patterns. While it may seem an obvious choice to prolong dive duration to remain on 687 a higher quality forage patch, there is a consequence to this strategy in the form of 688 extended post-dive recovery times. However, for the sea lions, the increased time at 689 depth more than offset the subsequent increases in surface recovery time. At both 690 depths, sea lions spent a greater proportion of the dive bout foraging in the high-691 density prey patches (45% vs. 28%), leading to higher rates of energy gain and 692 foraging efficiency (cost:benefit ratio). Conversely, in low-density prey patches, the 693 animals spent a smaller proportion of the dive bout actively feeding, and 694 consequently had lower rates of energy gain and foraging efficiency. In other words, 695 by extending the dive duration in a high-density patch, the increase in overall 696 foraging efficiency (taking into account the increased recovery times) was still 697 significantly greater (~5:1) than that due to differences in prey availability alone 698 (3:1). Our results indicate that sea lions foraging in areas with reduced prey 699 availability forage less efficiently, and therefore would have greater difficulty 700 fulfilling their daily energy requirements than might be predicted from estimates of 701 prey density alone. 702 
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the summer or spring in Steller sea lions. However, given the seasonal differences in 707 body mass, this meant that mass-specific blood volume of Steller sea lions is 708 significantly higher in the winter than in summer (Gerlinsky et al. 2013). Of course, 709 any form of mass-scaling is fraught with difficulties and differences of opinion. 710 However, in this case the differences are physiologically relevant for their effect on 711 cADL given that DMR also changes with body mass.  712 
The findings of Gerlinsky et al. (2013) highlight that sea lion physiology is markedly 713 seasonal; their net aerobic diving capacity is the product of simultaneous changes in 714 blood volume, body mass (including muscle oxygen stores) and resting metabolism 715 (which may itself affect DMR). These changes are even greater during periods of 716 nutritional stress, which are characterized by rapid changes in body mass (with a 717 seasonally varying portion from core tissues; Rosen 2009) and either increases or 718 decreases in resting and diving metabolism (depending on season and type of 719 nutritional challenge; Rosen and Trites 2002; Svärd et al. 2009). 720 
Given the aforementioned considerations, we conducted a set of studies to 721 


































































Diving metabolism of Steller sea lions  36 
core body mass due to energy deficits would theoretically decrease both metabolic 729 requirements and myoglobin oxygen stores, each with opposite effects on ADL. Also, 730 reductions in the subcutaneous blubber layer could increase thermoregulatory costs 731 during diving (Fahlman et al. 2005; Rosen et al. 2007). In theory, any increase in 732 diving metabolism or decrease in oxygen stores would reduce ADL and impede 733 foraging capacity; however, the actual net effect of episodes of nutritional stress on 734 diving sea lions is difficult to predict. 735 


































































Diving metabolism of Steller sea lions  37 
increased thermal challenge via convective heat loss while diving. This suggests that 752 Steller sea lions are more sensitive to changes in body condition due to acute food 753 shortages in the winter compared with the summer.  754 
Interestingly, the metabolism of the sea lions at the surface in-between individual 755 dives in a bout was constant prior to the food restriction period, but increased 756 significantly after the first dive in a bout when sea lions were fasted, regardless of 757 season (Svärd et al. 2009). If this were an effect of the heat increment of feeding 758 (HIF), it implies that immediate processing of ingested energy was of higher priority 759 than optimizing diving ability (which is adversely affected by increases in 760 metabolism due to digestion) in nutritionally challenged sea lions. Inhibition of 761 digestion until	completion	of	foraging	dives	under	“nutritionally	normal”	conditions	762 has been seen in other diving vertebrates and may be a crucial mechanism to 763 conserve food or alter diving ability (Sparling et al. 2007a; Rosen et al. 2015), as 764 discussed below and in Rosen et al. (2007).  765 
While Svärd et al. (2009) examined changes in diving metabolism in response to an 766 acute period of nutritional stress, sea lions in the wild may be more typically 767 exposed to longer periods of partial under-nutrition. Additionally, changes in TBO 768 stores that accompany mass loss must also be measured to fully appreciate any 769 potential impacts of nutritional status on ADL. Resulting changes in ADL will directly 770 affect overall diving behaviour, costs, and foraging capacity.  771 
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body composition, and dive behaviour prior to and during a period of restricted 774 food intake (resulting in a 10% decrease in body mass over 3 weeks). The four sea 775 lions completed either single long dives or bouts of 4 dives to either 10 or 40 m 776 before and after the period of mass loss.  The sea lions controlled both the dive 777 durations and inter-dive surface intervals. We predicted that total body oxygen 778 (TBO) stores would decrease following a nutritional stress event due to changes in 779 core body mass (and associated decreases in myoglobin stores) with blood oxygen 780 stores likely being proportionally reduced. We also predicted that DMR would 781 increase as seen in the previous study (Svärd et al. 2009) rather than mirror the 782 metabolic depression exhibited by fasting sea lions on land (Rosen and Trites 2002). 783 In combination, these proposed changes should lead to a dramatic decrease in ADL, 784 with a resulting decrease in average dive durations. 785 
What we found was quite different from what we had expected. While sea lion lean 786 body mass declined 6% as a result of the nutritional stress event, TBO stores 787 actually increased 32%. This increase was due to increased blood oxygen stores, 788 driven by a 23% increase in absolute blood volume coupled with an 8% increase in 789 red blood cell counts. While mass-specific DMR did increase, this was primarily due 790 to decreases in mass rather than changes in absolute metabolism.  More importantly, 791 this increase in DMR was less than the concurrent increase in TBO stores. As a result, 792 the cADL increased by 10% in nutritionally stressed sea lions.  793 
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5.6 to 6.1 min). While this increase in dive duration is thought to have been the 796 result of the longer ADL, the role of increased motivation for food in nutritionally 797 stressed sea lions cannot be discounted.  As demonstrated in earlier studies, longer 798 dive durations in this study also resulted in lower DMR. However, mass-specific 799 DMR was still higher for a given dive duration in nutritionally stressed sea lions.  800 
As with single dive cycle duration, the total duration of a bout dive cycle also 801 increased with nutritional stress. However, the overall increase in duration for a 802 complete dive bout was not due to an increase in submergence time, but rather the 803 proportion of time the sea lions spent at the surface during a cycle of 4 dives (due to 804 both increased inter-dive surface intervals and post-dive recovery periods). This is 805 consistent with the proposition that the sea lions were consuming O2 (and 806 producing CO2) at a higher rate when nutritionally stressed for a given dive duration, 807 and therefore had to spend more time (relative to unstressed animals) replenishing 808 oxygen stores and off-loading CO2 while at the surface.    809 


































































Diving metabolism of Steller sea lions  40 
higher, which combined to reduce their foraging efficiency by ~20%. 818 
Past foraging success can also affect the cost of diving through the effects of HIF, the 819 increase in metabolism associated with the processing of a meal. An increase in 820 DMR caused by HIF would effectively decrease the ADL (which, as previously noted, 821 may have explain the results of  Svärd et al. 2009). Conversely, if digestion is 822 suspended while foraging due to vasoconstriction that limits blood flow to the 823 stomach or intestine during diving (Zapol et al. 1979), neither VǚO2 nor ADL will be 824 affected by successful foraging. In addition to serving to maintain foraging efficiency 825 by maintaining the ADL, this could also lead to a temporal separation of diving and 826 digestion (as proposed in phocid seals; Sparling et al. 2007a; Crocker et al. 1997) 827 that would result in the post-foraging surface intervals being extended, as is often 828 observed in wild pinnipeds.  829 


































































Diving metabolism of Steller sea lions  41 
metabolism, suggesting partial deferment of digestion during the active diving phase. 840 Immediately following a dive, there was a rapid, almost complete return to pre-dive 841 levels of metabolism, suggesting a rapid reinstatement of the digestive process.  842 
The results of Rosen et al. (2015), in combination with the findings of Svärd et al. 843 (2009) on the effects of nutritional state on the extent of digestion while diving, 844 suggest that Steller sea lions diving to depth partially deferred digestion while 845 actively foraging and that the classically held view that digestion and diving are 846 incompatible processes may be much more variable and adaptable to specific diving 847 conditions and behaviours than previously thought. Thus, when nutritionally 848 compromised, ADL may be even shorter as sea lions may prioritize digestion as soon 849 as prey is ingested. 850 
Predicting rates of oxygen consumption 851 
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method, have been well-described, but only provide a single value of energy 862 expenditure over extended timeframes rather than specific costs of diving, and are 863 therefore not discussed here (for validation studies in otariids see Butler et al. 2004; 864 Dalton et al. 2014).  Our laboratory has been actively investigating the efficacy of 865 three potential proxies for estimating energy expenditure during diving: heart rate, 866 body acceleration, and behavioural budgets. 867 
Heart rate: 868 
In terrestrial mammals, increases in VǚO2 from activities such as exercise induce a 869 proportional increase in heart rate (fH) (Hiilloskorpi et al. 2003). Fick’s	 Equation 870 (Fick 1870) formulized the relationship between VǚO2, fH, stroke volume, blood 871 oxygen content, and tissue oxygen extraction.  It is not feasible to measure all of the 872 
physiological	 variables	 in	Fick’s	 equation	on	 freely	diving	 animals (Ponganis et al. 873 1991; Ponganis et al. 1990). Consequently, application of this method on marine 874 mammals assumes that an increase in fH is the primary response to increased 875 
oxygen	demand,	 and	 that	 the	 remaining	parameters	of	Fick’s	equation	either	vary	876 proportionally to fH or remain constant (although see Miedler et al. 2015). 877 


































































Diving metabolism of Steller sea lions  43 
of oxygen consumption by an average of only 2.7%, although error estimates ranged 884 widely from –28% to +23% (Boyd et al. 1995). 885 
Our initial investigations with Steller sea lions also began by simultaneously 886 monitoring VǚO2 and fH in four non-diving juvenile animals while resting in air, 887 resting in water, or while swimming in a 5800 L metabolic flume tank (1.8 m max 888 depth; McPhee et al. 2003).  The study was limited by several logistical constraints, 889 particularly for the trials in the flume tank. The activity of the animals was limited 890 by the size and depth of the tank (3.2 m X 1.8 m X 1.0 m), although changes in the 891 internal water current were used to promote a range of VǚO2 and fH from the animals. 892 Additionally, due to the necessity of attaching the surface electrodes to the fur under 893 gas anesthesia, multiple measurements (up to 18) were conducted in the same 894 session (although the individual periods of data collection were separated to try to 895 maintain a level of statistical independence).  896 
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and fH in diving marine mammals is different than their terrestrial counterparts. 906 Diving is characterized by variable periods of bradycardia and tachycardia (which 907 were not observed in the swimming sea lions) that are temporally independent of 908 physical work and associated aerobic metabolism (Williams et al. 2015).  909 
A follow-up study examined the relationship between VǚO2 and fH in both diving and 910 non-diving sea lions (Young et al. 2011b). Data from non-diving animals that were 911 tested in either the aforementioned flume tank or while resting at the water’s	912 surface prior to diving in the open ocean provided a single predictive equation with 913 a relatively low standard error of the estimate. Curiously, the equation predicting 914 metabolism while resting in water (either in the flume tank or at the water’s surface 915 in the open ocean) was different than the one resulting from data gathered from 916 post-absorptive animals resting in ambient air. Mathematically, the resulting 917 regression equations indicated that changes in fH while in air were associated with 918 much greater changes in VǚO2 than when in water, although the reason for this 919 difference is unknown. 920 
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(submergence and subsequent surface periods) is a distinct physiological unit 928 (Kramer 1988; Butler and Jones 1997; Green et al. 2003).  929 
However, when the AMR dive data was examined more closely, two statistically 930 distinct predictive equations could be produced for single long dives and bouts of 4 931 consecutive dives. Further, the equation predicting AMR from fH for single long 932 dives was not statistically distinct from the regression predicting VǚO2 resting at the 933 surface, and hence could be combined into a single predictive equation. This 934 suggests that single extended dives were more physiologically similar (in the 935 relationship between cardiac function and oxygen consumption) to that of animals 936 
resting	at	the	water’s	surface	than	those	undertaking	a	bout	of	multiple	dives.	This 937 result may be because, unlike in dive bouts, there is no cumulative oxygen debt in 938 between single dives so that the relationship between fH and VǚO2 remains more 939 similar to that observed in non-diving activities. The separate equation required to 940 predict VǚO2 from fH during dive bouts not only had a low predictive error but was 941 also quite robust. The fH:VǚO2 relationship was not significantly affected by dive 942 duration, dive depth, or water temperature (under the conditions tested).  943 
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studies with wild sea lions, dive types (single dives vs. bouts) can be identified 950 through simultaneous collection of data from time-depth recorders (TDRs).  951 
Digestion is another factor that might affect the relationship between VǚO2 and fH. As 952 previously noted, the digestion of food causes an increase in rates of oxygen 953 consumption and the heat increment of feeding (HIF) in Steller sea lions on land has 954 been shown to double VǚO2 (Rosen and Trites 1997). Previous studies have indicated 955 that digestion is partly suppressed during diving (Rosen et al. 2015), although HIF 956 during diving may be more pronounced during periods of nutritional stress (Svärd 957 et al. 2009). It is unknown whether this increase in VǚO2 associated with digestion is 958 accompanied by a parallel increase in fH, and what effect this might have on the 959 predictive strength of heart rate.  960 
Preliminary investigation into this question was undertaken as part of the original 961 
fH:VǚO2 calibration study (McPhee et al. 2003). The fH and VǚO2 for one of the male 962 sea lions was monitored for 3 hr following ingestion of a bulk meal of either 6 or 12 963 kg of herring. As expected, VǚO2 increased over the measurement period, but heart 964 rate displayed no apparent parallel increase.  965 
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predictive equation. The picture was slightly different for sea lions tested while in 972 water (but not diving). Although fH could be used to predict VǚO2 after consuming a 4 973 kg meal, the relationship was different than that for when the same animals were 974 fasted. Furthermore, fH could not be used to predict VǚO2 when the sea lions had 975 consumed a 6 kg meal.  976 
It is unclear what caused the apparent collapse of the relationship after consuming 977 the 6 kg meal. We hypothesized that the larger meal would produce a larger 978 observed increase in VǚO2 that was not accompanied by a comparative increase in fH, 979 but no such difference in scope of VǚO2 with meal size was observed (although the 980 effect was longer). Overall, the results indicated that meal size and submergence in 981 water changed the relationship between VǚO2 and fH. It is unclear the degree to 982 which these differences are associated with circulatory changes that sea lions may 983 undergo in preparation for diving that at least partly alter the course of digestion (as 984 discussed earlier in relation to Rosen et al. 2015; Svärd et al. 2009).  985 
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this makes effective application of this technique to estimate energy expenditure in 994 wild sea lions extremely difficult. 995 
Physical activity: 996 
Many of the problems associated with proxies (such as heart rate or doubly labeled 997 water) that might be used to predict rates of energy expenditure are logistical. 998 Methods that require substantial data processing, serial timed captures of individual 999 animals, and/or attachment of a significant mass of sensitive electronics present 1000 difficulties when dealing with wild marine mammals.  1001 
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ODBA — derived from controlled calibration studies — is an expression of the basic 1016 cost of metabolism (represented by the equation’s	 intercept) and an incremental, 1017 linear increase in metabolism with increased work attributable to physical 1018 movement. 1019 
Initial tests suggested that ODBA worked well for predicting VǚO2 for diving Steller 1020 sea lions. An analysis of 141 independent dives (between 1 and 12 dives with full 1021 recovery during each trial, 1 trial per day) from three sea lions diving to depths 1022 between 10 and 50 m reported that ODBA alone was able to predict metabolic rate 1023 to within 7% of the measured value (Fahlman et al. 2008c). While this study also 1024 suggested that the predictive relationship was not different whether the animals 1025 were diving or resting at the surface, a follow-up study including additional data (n 1026 = 266) found that the relationship differed between when the sea lion was actively 1027 diving and when they were resting at the surface (Fahlman et al. 2013). This study 1028 also suggested that there were no effects of a 9-10 day fasting period on the 1029 relationship between ODBA and VǚO2, despite a 7% decrease in DMR.  1030 
However, a subsequent study by Volpov et al. (2015) using four sea lions 1031 undergoing a set of controlled dives was less supportive of the use of ODBA as a 1032 proxy of VǚO2. These trials incorporated a second feeding station at depth, longer 1033 dive durations, and more dives per bout in an effort to assess if ODBA could predict 1034 
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resulting in a range of activity and oxygen consumption levels.  1038 
 The Volpov et al. (2015) study found that there was no statistical relationship 1039 between ODBA and VǚO2 when sea lions were resting at the surface in contrast to the 1040 earlier studies (Fahlman et al. 2013; Fahlman et al. 2008c). Similar to these earlier 1041 studies, ODBA could predict AMR over the dive cycle when data from all dive types 1042 were combined. Interestingly, dive type (as defined above) was a significant model 1043 factor –and there were no significant linear relationships between AMR and ODBA 1044 within each dive type when data for each dive type were analyzed separately.  1045 
There is a natural temptation when disparate results are presented to try to identify 1046 
which	study	is	“correct”.	A more useful approach is to try to determine the possible 1047 reasons for the disparity in results among these studies. Possible suggestions 1048 include variation in statistical approach, including different analysis time scales (e.g., 1049 see Jeanniard du Dot et al. 2016), or seasonal differences (e.g., see Dalton et al. 1050 2014). While there have been suggestions that the non-linear	movements	 (“twists	1051 
and	 turns”)	 that	 otariids	 exhibit	 while	 diving	 decrease the capacity for ODBA to 1052 predict VǚO2 (see Ware et al. 2016), this hurdle is still only theoretical. In the end, 1053 while ODBA may eventually prove to be a reasonable way to predict the cost of 1054 diving in wild, free-swimming sea lions, significant questions remain regarding its 1055 future application and interpretation. 1056 
Diving behaviour: 1057 
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sea lions using behavioural time budgets was also tested at the Open Water Station. 1059 Traditionally, time budgets have been used to estimate the energy expenditure of 1060 wild animals by employing single value estimates of energetic costs of defined 1061 
activities.	For	example,	the	amount	of	time	“diving”	would	be	multiplied	by	a single 1062 estimated rate cost, allowing no flexibility for differences in diving behaviours 1063 normally exhibited by animals. This level of estimation might be suitable for many 1064 ecological questions, but cannot be used to estimate the energetic consequences of 1065 differences in diving behaviours between individuals or changes across time, such 1066 as those induced by environmental changes.  1067 
As already noted, previous work in our lab clearly indicated that changes in the 1068 behaviour and structure of a dive affected its energetic cost (e.g., Fahlman et al. 1069 2008c; Hastie et al. 2006a). To that end, we investigated whether a foraging dive 1070 could be broken down into its major components — surface time, transiting to and 1071 from depth, and bottom time — to inform a mathematic model that could be used to 1072 predict total VǚO2 using these gross behavioural categories (Goundie et al. 2015b). 1073 This study measured DMR of four Steller sea lions performing 4 types of dives to 10 1074 and 40 m. The dives differed in the amount of bottom time (including a V-shaped 1075 
“bounce”	dive)	and	level	of	bottom	activity	such that estimates could be made of the 1076 separate costs of 4 different dive components: surface time, transiting to and from 1077 depth, resting bottom time, active bottom time. It also allowed for comparisons to be 1078 made between the costs of single dives and dive bouts. Not surprisingly, the sea 1079 
lions’	DMR was higher while transiting to and from depth (20.5±13.0 ml O2 min-1 kg-1080 
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which were higher than when at the surface (9.2±1.6 ml O2 min-1 kg-1). A resulting 1082 time-energy model that incorporated these individual behavioural cost estimates 1083 accurately predicted oxygen consumption for both the time that sea lions were 1084 submerged (within 9.5%) and for complete dive cycles (submerged and subsequent 1085 surface time, within 7.7%).  1086 
The results also explained why diving costs were higher for dive bouts than for 1087 single dives that had equal total bottom times. We found that the DMR of a single 1088 dive bout with a 3-minute bottom time (14.4±3.1 ml O2 min-1 kg-1) was significantly 1089 lower than a bout of 3 dives, each with a 1-minute bottom time (18.0±2.8 ml O2 min-1090 
1 kg-1). The difference in costs directly related back to differences in the behaviour 1091 during the dive. Specifically, a higher proportion of time during a dive bout is spent 1092 performing the more energetically expensive transiting behaviour compared to an 1093 equivalent single dive.   1094 
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energetically less costly than dive bouts, dive bouts were more efficient in terms of 1104 long-term foraging gain. 1105 
Insight to date: 1106 
To date, we have examined numerous methods for accurately measuring the energy 1107 expenditure of Steller sea lions in the wild. Some, such as heart rate, demonstrate 1108 high statistical relationships, but may be limited by logistical issues. Body 1109 acceleration has shown promise in a number of terrestrial species, but its predictive 1110 abilities for air-breathing diving vertebrates remains contested.  We have also 1111 examined the use of simpler metrics, such as time-energy budgets, that seem 1112 statistically robust and are relatively simple to apply.  Although no single measure 1113 has emerged as a superior method of estimating energy expenditure in wild marine 1114 mammals, our studies have made it clear that appropriate calibration trials, across a 1115 range of realistic behaviours, are essential before any such techniques can be 1116 employed in the field. 1117 
 Past progress and future research 1118 
The research program with the trained Steller sea lions at the Open Water Research 1119 Station was designed to answer what we originally, naively conceived to be a simple 1120 
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consequences?” This more complex view, in turn, affected the pursuit of our 5 broad 1125 program objectives: 1126 
1. Measure the energetic cost of diving.  1127 2. Investigate the relationship between individual physiology and diving 1128 capacity. 1129 3. Investigate the physiological mechanisms that underpin dive behaviour. 1130 4. Test specific optimal foraging theories for diving mammals. 1131 5. Develop and test proxies for energy expenditure that could be used to 1132 measure the energy expenditure of diving in wild sea lions.  1133 
Over the past decade, we made extensive progress towards these goals, as 1134 illustrated in Figure 4. Conducting studies with trained animals under a carefully 1135 controlled set of environmental and physiological conditions allowed us to quantify 1136 the effect of specific, known, controlled changes on dive behaviour and energetics.  1137 
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(perhaps tied to nutritional status and season) may blunt the influence (although 1147 not the physiological consequences) of the aerobic dive limit on actual dive 1148 behaviour.  1149 
Of course, the usual motivation for diving is to undertake foraging. Our studies have 1150 quantified the trade-offs that sea lions must make when balancing their time at 1151 depth acquiring prey and at the surface acquiring oxygen (and, perhaps more 1152 importantly, offloading CO2 and other metabolic byproducts).  These have also 1153 demonstrated the potential energetic effects of changes in their environment, such 1154 as changes in the distribution (depth) or abundance of their prey.  1155 
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The breakthroughs we achieved were made possible by eliminating the physical 1168 constraints usually associated with working with trained marine mammals. Our 1169 experimental set-up allows our trained Steller sea lions to mimic the diving 1170 behaviour of their wild counterparts. That is not to say that the range of 1171 environmental conditions the trained sea lions are exposed to is identical to that 1172 experienced by animals in the wild. However, this is one of the strengths of the 1173 experimental paradigm. By	 controlling	 which	 aspects	 of	 the	 sea	 lion’s	 biotic	 or	1174 abiotic environment are varied or held constant, it is easier to define their effect. 1175 Additionally, such experimental manipulations can shed light on how tightly specific 1176 aspects of behaviour and physiology are ingrained, or the scope of their potential 1177 expression. Such investigations can further inform future studies about what might 1178 be important factors to consider (such as the effect of disturbance on diving 1179 behaviour and physiology). 1180 
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Otariid species to date (California sea lion; Ponganis et al. 1997). Similar 1191 experiments with our Steller sea lions would provide valuable insight into their 1192 physiological capacity. 1193 
While this review has focussed on our studies of sea lion diving energetics and 1194 physiology, this unique experimental set-up can be used to conduct other avenues of 1195 scientific inquiry. For example, we have conducted studies examining the ways that 1196 sea lions compensate for changes in buoyancy (Fahlman et al. 2008a), and shown 1197 the significant effects of ocean currents and swimming depth on surface swimming 1198 costs and behaviour in Steller sea lions (Hindle et al. 2010a). We have also 1199 conducted studies exploring the possible use of blood microparticles in diving sea 1200 lions as a biomarker for decompression sickness in marine mammals, such as that 1201 hypothesised to result from sudden changes in diving behaviour induced by 1202 anthropogenic sound exposure (Fahlman et al. 2016).  1203 
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Ultimately, understanding the physiology, energetics, and behaviour of diving in sea 1213 lions is not just important for matters of comparative physiology or testing optimal 1214 foraging theories. This information is also central to aspects of conservation ecology. 1215 The interaction between marine mammals and their prey base is becoming of 1216 increasing importance as potential conflicts between human activities (fishing, 1217 climate change) and populations become central in discussions of resource 1218 partitioning and species conservation. The cost of diving and foraging has a major 1219 impact on the total prey resources required by marine mammal populations, and the 1220 potential impact those populations have on prey resources. Conversely, the 1221 
behavioural	and	energetic	consequences	of	changes	in	an	individual	sea	lion’s	biotic	1222 and abiotic environment are ultimately constrained by their physiological capacity. 1223 Understanding the interactions between these process will not only inform how a 1224 sea lion might respond to environmental changes, but also their capacity for 1225 compensation and the consequences for failing to adjust to their new conditions.  1226 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 1531  1532 
Figure 1. Photograph of the experimental set-up for diving trials. Panel A: The sea 1533 lions are trained to dive between a respirometry dome situated in the middle of the 1534 floating barge (foreground) to the bottom of feeding stations that deliver 20 g pieces 1535 of fish to specific depths. A research boat (seen in the background) carries the 1536 associated respirometry equipment and support personnel. Sea lions are 1537 transported to the dive trial site on a separate vessel (seen on left). Panel B: When 1538 performing trials in the open water, the sea lions carry assorted scientific and safety 1539 equipment on a custom-fit harness. Panel C: Aerial view of the Open Water Station 1540 in Port Moody, BC. showing the laboratory (foreground) and flow-through water 1541 pens for sea lions. When not actively participating in trials, the animals interact daily 1542 in the adjacent waters with training and research staff.  1543  1544 
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Dive durations can be either chosen by the sea lion or controlled by fish delivery or 1554 light signals at depth.  1555  1556 
Figure 3. Schematic representing measurement of diving metabolic rate (DMR) and 1557 average metabolic rate (AMR) of diving sea lions from recorded changes in 1558 spontaneous oxygen consumption. Panel A represents a theoretical series of 3 dives 1559 to 40 meters, with submergence indicated by the grey bars. DMR (Panel B) is 1560 measured as the post-dive increase in total oxygen consumption above resting 1561 (MRs) levels (identified by the striped areas) divided by the actual submergence 1562 time (identified by arrows). AMR (Panel C) is calculated from total oxygen 1563 consumption (integrated	 above	 “zero”)	 from	 the	 start	 of	 the	dive	until	 the rate of 1564 oxygen consumption reaches the original steady state (MRs), divided by the time 1565 from the start of the dive until recovery is reached. These measures can be applied 1566 to either single dives (which are followed by complete recovery) or bouts of 1567 multiple dives. As individual dives within a dive bout are not physiologically 1568 independent (due to incomplete oxygen recovery), only a single value for either 1569 DMR or AMR can be obtained for a given bout.  1570  1571 
Figure 4. Schematic outlining major study questions and results arising from the 1572 Steller sea lion Open Water research program.  1573 
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Do	Steller	sea	lions	exhibit	
hypometabolism	when	diving?	
Diving	metabolism	can	be	~55%	of	
surface	rate,	Has$e	et	al.	2007,		
BUT	metabolism	is	higher	under	
more	realis<c	diving	condi<ons.	
Diving	metabolism	aﬀected	by	dive	dura<on,	
predictability,		and	recovery	intervals	(single	
dives	vs	bout).	Has$e	et	al.	2006a,	Fahlman	
et	al	2008b;	Gerlinsky	et	al.	2013	
Diving	metabolism	also	
aﬀected	by	dive	depth	and	
ac<vity	(travel	distance).		
Has$e	et	al.	2006a	
Minimum	heart	
rate	decreases	with	
dive	dura<on.	
Hindle	et	al	2010b	
	
Heart	rate	is	not	related	
to	physical	ac<vity,	but	
the	onset	of	bradycardia	
is	related	to	depth.		
Hindle	et	al	2010b	
Does	DMR	reﬂect	physiological	
adapta<ons	or	constraints?	
How	does	the	ADL	constrain	
diving	in	Steller	sea	lions?	
Diﬀerent	dive	phases	
have	diﬀerent	levels	of	
physical	ac<vity	and	
diﬀerent	costs.		
Goundie	et	al.	2015a	
How	does	dive	behaviour	aﬀect	
energy	cost?	
Dives	in	bouts	appear	
constrained	by	ADL;	single	dives	
less	so.	CO2	recovery	rates		
aﬀect	dive	behaviour.		
Gerlinsky	et	al.	2013,	2014a	
Are	there	reasonable	proxies	for	
es<ma<ng	metabolism	when	diving?	
Body	accelera<on?		 Heart	rate?		 Ac<vity	budget?	
Yes,	ODBA	predicts	
VO2	at	surface	and	
while	diving.		
Fahlman	et	al.	2008c	
No,	ODBA	does	not	
predict	VO2	within	
diﬀerent	dive	types.	
Volpov	et	al.	2015	
Yes,	in	non-diving	sea	lions.	
McPhee	et	al.	2003	
Young	et	al.	2011b	
However,	predic<ng		VO2	from	
heart	rate	is	more	complicated	
in	diving	sea	lions,	and	is	
aﬀected	by	diges<on	and	dive	
type.	Young	et	al.	2011a,	b	
Yes,	if	dives	are	broken	down	
into	major	phases.		
Goundie	et	al.	2015a	
Steller	sea	lions	employ	
diﬀerent	foraging	
strategies	in	response	to	
diﬀerent	prey	ﬁelds.	
Goundie	et	al.	2015b	
ODBA	diﬀers	between	
surface	and	diving,	and	is	
unaﬀected	by	nutri<onal	
state.	Fahlman	et	al.	2013	
Yes,	ADL	is	aﬀected	by	
nutri<onal	state	and	feeding.	
Svard	et	al.	2009b;	Gerlinsky	et	
al.	2014b;	Rosen	et	al.	2015	
Does	nutri<onal	status	aﬀect	
the	ADL	of		Steller	sea	lions?		
